
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.0.50 – 8.5.2009 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include major 

improvements to the content as marked below with asterisks, “***”.  Some changes have been 
made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

o Automated support for needs and demands statements*** 
o Budget 2009 changes  
o New supported products 

 Friendly Society savings plans – suitable for tax exempt and taxable policy 
components 

 Income protection for corporate advice cases 
o Support for establishment charge and large fund rebate disclosure for pension 

cases 
o Improved support for budget statements for transfer cases 
o Improved text for risk of loss of means tested benefits for pension 

recommendations 
o Support for insertion of reason for sole life, joint life 1st or 2nd death and life of 

another status now built in for the following needs: 
 Death only 
 Death or earlier critical illness 
 Critical illness 

o Support for plan and fund charges comparisons for: 
 Transfer - Stocks and Shares ISAs 
 Transfer - Unit Trusts and OEICS 
 Transfer - Onshore Investment Bonds 
 Transfer - Offshore Investment Bonds 

o New product provider 
 The Childrens Mutual 

o Minor layout corrections 
 
 
 



Automated support for needs and demands statements*** 
We are pleased to announce a new e-Suitability initiative aimed at delivering further large 
savings in time and cost to produce a suitability report while further accommodating the TCF 
need for greater clarity and simplicity for consumers.  
 
According to the FSAs handbook, needs and demand statements are a core requirement of any 
suitability report.  Previously, users would need to craft their own statement for insertion in each 
e-Suitability report.  Now we have introduced automated support for the generation of such 
statements for the following need areas: 
 

• Mortgages 
• Equity Release 
• Protection – death only 
• Protection – death or earlier critical illness 
• Protection – critical illness 
• Protection – multi cover 

 
Support for all other need areas will follow in the near future.  Use of this new feature is not 
obligatory and, if preferred, it will be possible to produce reports without this additional support.  
However, we anticipate that most users will experience substantial additional time savings while 
improving overall report quality. 
 
The new feature is styled as a letter which is designed to serve as a covering letter for the report 
content itself.  Creating a needs and demands letter plus a suitability report is a two step process 
– first create the needs and demands letter, then create the suitability report in the usual way. 
 
The needs and demands letter is accessed by selecting “Needs and Demands Letter” from the 
letter type drop down box shown below.   
 

 
 
It is important to note that this selection is available only when commencing a new suitability 
report or needs and demands letter. 
 
Having made the selection, “Needs and Demands Letter”, proceed to click the 
“Recommendations” caption to create a record of the needs and product recommendations in 
the normal way. 
 
Once that is completed, click the “Suitability Letter” caption and proceed to make any further 
selections or insertions in the same manner as you would for a suitability report. 



An example of a typical protection needs and demands letter follows. 
 

 
 
The text colour coded blue and black is automatically generated while that in green is manually 
input for each report. 
 
Once the needs and demands letter is created, complete the sales process by clicking the 
button with the green “tick” icon. 
 

 
 
Then create a new “advice process” by clicking the icon at the far left of the icon bar and begin 
creating a matching suitability report which may be accessed by selecting “Suitability Report” 
from the letter type drop down box shown below.   
 



 
 
Then key in recommendation details to match identically those previously entered for the “Needs 
and Demands Letter” and complete the suitability report in the usual way.  A new paragraph 
selection has been introduced to the needs and demands section as shown below.   
 

 
 
Selecting “client needs and demands letter attached” will insert the following text into the report: 
 

 
This links the report to the covering needs and demands letter. 
 
We anticipate this will prove a major area of future e-Suitability development and would welcome 
input and constructive comment from users by visiting our web site: 
 
http://www.bluegrove.co.uk/TechnicalServices/ContactUs.html 
 
Notify us of your suggestions for improvement by commenting inside the box labelled, “Submit a 
wish list request for additions or improvements to the content:” 
 



Budget 2009 changes  
The following changes have been made to take account of changes confirmed in the last budget: 

• Age allowance      now £22,900 
• Capital gains tax allowance    now £10,100 
• IHT nil rate band      now £325,000 
• Lifetime allowance      now £1.75 million 
• Trivial commutation allowance for pensions  now £17,500 
• Stocks and Shares ISA allowance £10,200 w.e.f. 6.10.2009 for all aged 50 and over and 

for all investors from next tax year 
• Cash ISA allowance £5,100 w.e.f. 6.10.2009 for all aged 50 and over and for all investors 

from next tax year 
 
e-Suitability content for ISAs now includes the following text: 
 

 
 
e-Suitability content for pensions now includes the following additional warning: 
 

 
 
 
New supported products - Friendly Society savings plans 
Friendly Society savings plans are now supported in e-Suitability.  They are offered in a variety 
of forms which should all include a core tax exempt savings component.  The maximum tax 
exempt contribution is £25 per month but some plans impose a higher minimum premium in 
which event the plan is issued in 2 or more policy clusters.  e-Suitability’s support for this product 
type is flexible enough to deal with all types of plan. 
 
Accessing the product may be done from the Investments and Pensions need area as shown 
below. 
 

 
 
 



Selecting “New – Friendly Society Plan” from the product list will cause field entry points as 
shown below: 
 

 
 
Note that lump sum contributions are not supported. 
 
Clicking the button labelled “Funds/policy clusters” will cause the following screen to appear: 
 

 
 
The normal fund selection options appear though these have been extended to include an 
option for use when the whole plan is invested in a with profits fund. 
 
Selecting “USE STANDARD WITH PROFITS TEXT FOR WHOLE PLAN” will cause the 
following text to be inserted in the suitability report: 
 

 



 
The fund selection screen has been supplemented to support defining what policy components 
are incorporated in the plan.  The above example is for a plan which includes one tax exempt 
policy component and two which are taxable.  The screenshot below shows an example of the 
text which such a combination of selections will produce. 
 

 
 
The text to explain the taxation of the tax exempt and taxable components is automatically 
generated.  Text to explain the taxation of a taxable component is inserted into the report only if 
one or more of such components has been selected during “Funds/policy clusters” input stage.  
An example of the taxation text follows: 
 

 
 
 
New supported products - Income protection for corporate advice cases 
In response to helpful feedback, e-Suitability now gives support for income protection for 
corporate cases.  A new sub need, “Situational – Corporate protection – provide for employee” 
appears in the sub need menu for “Protection – illness/disability” as shown below. 



 
 
The text need is similar to personal protection cases except as follows: 
 
The text need is similar to personal protection cases, the principal difference relating to taxation 
of the benefit.  In corporate cases, the following text appears to explain taxation implications of 
the product. 
 

 
 
Support for establishment charge and large fund rebate disclosure for pension cases 
User feedback has informed us of a weakness in the content for Pension cases where the 
charges structure for the plan being recommended includes a large fund rebate, an 
establishment charge or indeed a loyalty bonus.  Now, the content has been amended to include 
support for disclosure of these points in the suitability report.  An example of the summary plan 
features for such a product follows: 
 

 
 
 



Improved support for budget statements for transfer cases 
Previously, budget statements include an option for transfer cases where the client restricts the 
budget for planning purposes to preclude payments in addition to an agreed investment transfer. 
 
Now, two new budget statements have been added to support advice in situations where the 
client has agreed to a lump sum or lump sum and regular premium budget at the same time as 
transferring an investment. 
 
In the opening section of a suitability report, when selecting “budget driven or need driven”, the 
following extended list of selections appears.   
 

 
 
If “asset tf or plan switch plus monthly prem” is selected, the following text is inserted: 
 

 
 
If “asset tf or plan switch plus combined prem” is selected, the following text is inserted: 
 

 
 
 



Improved text for risk of loss of means tested benefits for pension recommendations 
Documenting an explanation of possible loss of means tested benefits is seen by most 
compliance consultants as an important inclusion in a suitability report for pensions, particularly 
when the recommendation has been to commence or increase contributions.  Previously,          
e-Suitability text stated the following: 
 

 
 
To remove the inference that, under current legislation, state pension benefits are affected, the 
text has been refined to the following: 
 

  
The new text more clearly states the situation.  
 
 
Support for insertion of reason for sole life, joint life 1st or 2nd death and life of another 
status now built in for the following needs: 

 Death only 
 Death or earlier critical illness 
 Critical illness 

 
This new feature is accessed near to the beginning of each protection suitability report as shown 
below: 
 

 
 
An example of text to explain an own life case follows: 
 

 



 
An example of text to explain a life of another case follows: 
 

 
 
In joint advice cases, the selection menu is adjusted to include joint life options.  An example of 
text for a joint life second death case follows: 
 

 
 
Support for plan and fund charges comparisons for: 

 Transfer - Stocks and Shares ISAs 
 Transfer - Unit Trusts and OEICS 
 Transfer - Onshore Investment Bonds 
 Transfer - Offshore Investment Bonds 

 
Our compliance partner has confirmed a need to improve disclosure in the above cases to 
include a detailed comparison of charges along similar lines to the e-Suitability disclosure 
already supported for Personal Pension transfer cases. 
 
Disclosure for unitised lump sum investments can be made fund by fund or on an aggregated 
average basis at the plan level.  E-Suitability now supports disclosure on either basis.  Clearly if 
only one fund is being switched then a charges comparison on a fund by fund basis is most TCF 
compliant.  When, say, there are 8 old funds to be replaced by 3 new funds, it will be 
considerably more TCF compliant to make the comparison on an aggregated basis. 
 
When selecting one of the above products, the following product selection window appears: 
 

 
 
Clicking the button labelled, “Funds and charges” will cause the following window to be 
displayed: 
 



 
 
The drop down list includes the previous fund selection options plus a number of new items as 
shown above.   
 
Selecting “Fund switch or transfer – BULK AVERAGE FOR OLD AND NEW FUNDS” will cause 
the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
The example below is of a fund by fund charges comparison. 
 

 
 
Notice that in this example 2 selections of “Fund switch or transfer – INDIVIDUAL OLD FUND” 
have been made plus 1 selection of “Fund switch or transfer – INDIVIDUAL NEW FUND”.  This 
is needed if 1 new fund replaces 2 old funds.  Based on these selections the following text will 
be inserted: 



 

 
  
  
New product provider 
The list of product providers has been extended to include the following provider which is 
popular with many advisers for Friendly Society savings plan recommendations. 
 

 The Childrens Mutual 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.   
 
New paragraph library 
Standalone version 
Select the “Data Update” option from the drop down menu which is assessible immediately after 
launching e-Suitability.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
Adviser Office integrated version 
Select the “e-Suitability data update” option from the Maintenance drop down menu which is 
accessible from the Client Management Module.   
 

 



 
 
What’s next 
The following items are currently on our development list 

• Support for structured investment products. 
• With Profits annuities. 
• More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools.  We aim next 

to include support for Watson Wyatt’s tool in E-Suitability.  
• Support for “mainstream” investment fund management houses as product providers for 

Stocks and Shares ISAs, Unit Trusts and OEICs and Investment Trusts. 
• A new section on National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you 

make a lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a 
new need area for ease of access. 

• Greater support for automated inclusion of text to document client “needs and demands”. 


